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Professional Roulette Prediction: Volume 1 - Basic Methods presents the author's time-tested visual

prediction method in an easy-to-understand format and is the first step in becoming serious about

playing roulette for money. This is the most comprehensive analysis of the game ever published, an

expert-level methodology that will teach you to beat roulette by visually predicting the outcome. All

aspects of the game are covered, from commonly asked questions to determining your edge to

strategy implementation.
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A book outrageously expensive and it is of very poor help.I thought Scott had better and more

precise ideas on this topic.I don't reccomend it.

The crossover pattern method is a method to determine how many revolutions left before the ball

falls onto the roulette wheel and to estimate which sector the ball will land, depending on the

observed crossover pattern. This crossover pattern deponds on the speed of the roulette wheel very

much. It does not work if the wheel spins too fast or slowly. The author gives the optimun roulette

wheel speed--2.2 seconds per revolution. However, I played roulette in many casinos. I observed

that the speeds of roulette wheels are far slower then the optimun speed (Commonly, more then 4

secords per revolution). They are so slow that a roulette ball falls onto the roulette wheel even the

crossover pattern never be produced.Casinos must train their dealers to produce low speeds of

roulette wheels, right?The author admitted that he could not beat the wheel if the speed of a roulette

wheel is too slow.However, it does not mean that this book is a crap. I have watched the teaching



DVD of the system. The system works. But the speed of the roulette wheel shown is far faster then I

observed in casinos. This is an inspirable book. The author's system is the most reasonable and

practical visual based roulette predication system provided in the martket. Maybe someday,

someone (you?) successfully develop a visual based roulettee prediction system that beats the

wheel?

Ordered this for my husband; said it was very informative. Now looking for Vol II but is just too

expensive to consider at this time. Apparently the inclusion of the software adds greatly to the price.

Otherwise, he's happy with book he has.
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